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1 Summary 

(1) JRC has produced a number of documents describing amendments to OfW49 to 
align with the latest ETSI 300113 specifications.  This document responds to a 
request for various clarifications. 

(2) This document explains how JRC makes assignments for the individual links and 
subsequent interference calculation together with co-ordination with co-channel 
assignments. 

(3) JRC generally follows the adaptive cellular plan including use of non-adjaceent 
channels. 

(4) The propagation models used are also explained. 

(5) The document then outlines the changes to the procedure proposed using the latest 
version of the ETSI 300113 specification. 
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2 JRC existing coordination procedure (OFW 49) 

2.1 Link Budgets and Assignment criteria 

 Unfaded wanted signal  -92 dBm. 

 Interference + Noise 99.9% time =<-114 dBm 

 Unfaded W/U ratio   22 dB 

 Maximum path loss    143 dB 

 Maximum end to end circuit loss 134 dB 

(6) The forward link is determined by the mean end to end circuit loss  + 1.6 times the 
standard deviation of all stations in the scanning group, for a signal of -92 dBm, 
consequently most outstations receive will be above the -92 dBm level. 

(7) The return link is assigned such that for a normal system -92 dBm arrives at the 
scanner input, there is a override that states the EIRP of the outstation does not 
need to be lower than -20 dBW EIRP.  

(8) There is a additional 5 dB allowance for a hot standby system working with a single 
aerial to allow for a passive splitter. There is in addition 5 dB additional I+N allowed  
maintaining the 22 dB C-I+N.  

(9) On the return leg generally signals arrive at -92 dBm or less under 'normal' 
conditions. 

(10) Gas/Electricity systems are generally upload concentric from a traffic perspective, 
consequently this is the critical path. 

(11) The assignment from JRC planning perspective is I+N limited, not laboratory 
sensitivity with respect to thermal noise limited..  

(12) The system has to live in the real world. Aside from co channel interference site 
noise has to be considered, the noise floor on common sites is rising and sub 
stations even without high voltage tracking across insulators are not the quietist of 
places. 

(13) Consequently -114 dBm I+N with a co channel rejection of 12 dB gives a worst case 
signal of -102 dBm the equipment has to have a ETSI sensitivity 3 dB better than 
this and co channel rejection equal or better than quoted above to meet the link 
budget. 

(14) To this is added a 10 dB fade margin giving a wanted signal of -92 dBm. 

(15) A 10 db fade margin ‘using this method generally’ accommodates links up to 30 km 
long; shorter links require less, longer links more. 

(16) The unfaded C-I+N as stated as 22 dB. 

(17) JRC generally follows the adaptive cellular plan, and uses non-adjacent cell 
channels where additional capacity is required; ; however interleave channels are 
no longer assigned as they are not compatible for use with  digital equipment.  The 
protection gain with digital modulation from use of interleave channels is minimal. 

(18) JRC has been assigning links to this criteria  since 1990 and as the population of 
telemetry systems has  increased  significantly over the years, assignments are 
made  using non-adjacent cell channels. In addition cross polar discrimination is 
used to further increase the density of assigned systems per channel. 
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2.2 Summary of procedure to assign a new system where everything is 
assumed to be in perfect operating order 

(19) There will be a presentation on the day by JRC outlining the existing procedure, 
simplistically for this document: 

(20) All the relevant data for the scanner and outstations is supplied by the user to JRC. 
(Locations to 1m, aerial heights, aerial types, antenna, feeder and feeder tail, types 
and  lengths, configuration i.e. 1+1 separate aerials for each scanner, 1+0 single 
aerial for outstations.) 

(21) If a survey has not been undertaken by the user; JRC will predict the path losses, 
calculate end to end circuit losses and apply the OFW 49 assignment criteria 
exactly as in the previous section. 

(22) An initial authorisation document would be produced. 

(23) JRC has previously used a bespoke tool for co ordination (STDesigner) 

(24) JRC now uses ICS Telecom to predict path losses; in the JRC’s opinion this tool 
works well if the data provided is accurate that the operator is competent  at system 
installation and commissioning  and that the correct propagation model is used. The 
JRC uses ITU-R 525/526/Delta Bullington with standard ATDI clutter for wanted 
signal (except for wood which is modified);  for the unwanted signal the JRC now 
use ITU-R 452-16, at the percentage of time required (normally 0.1%). ITU-R 452-
16  now uses the same diffraction and sub path as the wanted model JRC have 
historically used.  

(25) Even so prediction does have limitations, mainly:  

 A 50m clutter data base. Clutter in each pixel is modelled at a specific 
height, in reality the height maybe different or even variable across the 
pixel, houses cannot be modelled individually as 50m is larger than an 
average house, trees and bushes are difficult to model at this resolution. 
This is most apparent when the clutter is close to the B end as the aerial is 
comparatively low and the Fresnel zone is smaller the closer you get to the 
link ends, simplistically loss is proportionate to the amount of the zone 
intruded.  In addition the data base is not always up to date reflecting 
recent building. 

 To a lesser extent terrain; this is also 50m resolution; consequently the 
ground height between two pixels may in reality not be exactly as 
modelled.  

 Scanner aerial polar distortion; generally these aerials are omni directional, 
they will only be truly omni if mounted in free space with nothing in the near 
field, this distortion is more apparent when aerials are mounted below the 
top of the tower and is also influenced by tower construction, the distortion 
is difficult to predict. 

(26) Taking the above into consideration the predicted path loss on the initial 
authorisation may not be 100% accurate. 

(27) On installation if this occurs the installer advises JRC of the difference between 
predicted/real path loss. 

(28) JRC will recalculate and re-coordinate with the additional path loss and assuming 
any power increase required does not cause co channel interference it will be 
authorised and the document re issued reflecting this, with the difference figure 
appearing as a modified figure in the ‘added loss to’ column. 
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(29) It is generally the outstation (s) TX that requires modification, the scanner assigned 
TX power generally varies less due to this as it is determined by all paths. 

(30) If a 1+1 two aerial system is used; the JRC has previously used both the often 
disparate go and return path losses for such systems; however,  the worst case 
antenna will in future be used for the calculation and is reflected on the 
authorisation.  

(31) In reality at commissioning, outstations will ‘generally’ be receiving -92 dBm or 
better and the scanner -92 dBm from all outstations; there may be instances where 
a small percentage of outstations are below this due to path/equipment limitations 
but this will be reflected on the authorisation document. 

(32) Assuming that the information for co-channel systems is accurate, the coordination 
undertaken by the JRC should approach 99.9% availability for analogue or digital 
systems conforming to the original MPT 1411 or ETSI 300 086/113 specifications at 
up to 9.6 kb/s. JRC are of the opinion latest digital equipment deploying 4 state or 
less modulation should also meet this link budget. 
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3 Requested OFW 49 change and revised coordination procedure 

(33) JRC have requested that OFW 49 criteria for unfaded wanted signal and W/U ratio 
is aligned with the current version of ETSI 300-113 rather than ETSI 300-086/113 
version 2 as at present. 

(34) Below is a table showing the link requirements for different baud rates using ETSI 
specs. 

Table 3.1: Link budget using ETSI specs. 

Spec Baud kb/s 

Sens dBm 

10^-2 

OFW49 I+N 

dBm 

Co chan 

dB 

Unfaded 

Signal dBm 

C-I 

ratiodB 

Diff OFW  

49dB 

300/086-2 N/A  -107 -114 12 -92 22 0 

300/113-2 9.6 -110 -114 12 -92 22 0 

300/113 2016-09 9.6 -110 -114 12 -92 22 0 

300/113 2016-09 16 -105 -114 17 -87 27 5 

300/113 2016-09 38.4 -98 -114 24 -80 34 12 

300/113 2016-09 >38.4 -93 -114 29 -75 39 17 

 
(35) As can be seen in the table the power required in the latest spec for the highest bit 

rate is 17 dB higher than at present. 

(36) JRC would suggest the different outstations are given a class dependent on the 
operational speed; class 1 as now to class 4 for systems above 38.4 kb/s. 

(37) Assignment would stay exactly as now except the -92 dBm would be replaced with 
the new wanted figure dependant on class of outstation, the unwanted stays the 
same. 

(38) It is unlikely that existing systems could be increased the full 17 dB due to 
equipment/path limitations and exported interference degrading co channel 
systems. 

(39) The scanner power is determined using the same end to end circuit loss formula as 
now with a higher RSL but as previously stated probably limited by equipment, path 
and exported interference. 

(40) The reverse path again is determined as now but with a higher RSL  

(41) Unless all system are redesigned from scratch in virgin spectrum using a higher site 
density with base station sectorisation; then it is likely that the forward link will stay 
class 1 or possibly class 2. The limiting factor again being path, equipment and 
exported interference. 

(42) The advantage would be the return link, whilst the worst case outstations may still 
be assigned as class 1 or possibly class 2 the stations that have a better path/are 
closer could be assigned at a higher class, the limiting factor probably still being 
exported interference which will remain the same as now. (-114 dBm) 

(43) With modern equipment that can define the link path on a site by site basis it is 
likely that a large percentage of stations in a scanning group could operate at a 
higher class increasing the capacity and reducing the response time of the 
multipoint system. 

(44) In addition with the scanner receiving different levels from different outstations it is 
more likely that dynamic error correction/modulation could effectively be deployed 
further improving the performance. 
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(45) With potentially a higher RSL at the scanner and modern equipment using digitally 
controlled squelch then the system will be less susceptible to the catastrophic 
failures currently seen from continental interference, to emphasise it will not 
eliminate it but could under certain circumstances reduce its effects on some not all 
outstations. 

(46) JRC have not traditionally considered adjacent channels, the cell plan was designed 
not to have adjacent channels in the same cell except for cell G which  may have 
been a compromise to minimise the likelyhood of intermodulation products being 
created by the choice of channels in all the other cells. 

(47) If we were to allow higher RSL then adjacent channels may have to be considered,  
the latest ETSI 300-113 for the highest data rates has an adjacent channel ratio 
equivalent to 43 dB, (60 dB for the lowest data rate as 300/113 v2), 43 dB would 
logically be the figure we use along with 70 dB for alternate channel for an I+N of -
114 dBm at the percentage of time required. 


